


We are thrilled to present to you The
Jewel Houze, a ventue of Mundada

Diamonds

This venture is our fullest effort to meet
the dailywear, officewear &  gifting needs
of each one of you, keeping the designs
as unique as always with no compromise

on quality!

Thank you all for your unwavering love &
support over all these years.

We expect the same love for this newbie
too & We assure you of most trendy &

quality pieces.

Lets enjoy this together 

Hello,



Welcome to 
the world of

The Jewel Houze 

Dive into a world where elegance
meets everyday brilliance. 

Our curated collection is more than
adornment; it's a celebration of your

unique style. 

Each piece is handcrafted to capture
attention, spark conversations, and

make you shine effortlessly!



All our Jewellery is made in 18k
hallmarked gold

1.

All our products have real diamonds
studded on them

2.

You will get an IGI certificate with
every product you purchase

3.

We also customise any product you
wish to buy, in any size you need

4.

Prices are subject to change as per
changes in gold prices & weight

5.

All the mentioned prices are exclusive
of GST. GST @ 3% will be added.

6.

For any doubt or assistance feel free
to call on +91 9730255445

7.

Happy Shining



PRESENTING

Bracelets



Rs. 27,999/-

Even your everyday outfits deserve a
touch of glam. Pair our statement
bracelet with your office or evening
wear, or just stack it up with your
watch or other bracelets. The bracelet
surely adds an unexpected twist
effortlessly.

ABSTRACT  LEATHER
bracelet

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/abstract-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/abstract-leather-bracelet


LOVE  LEATHER

Rs. 27,999/-

bracelet

Even your everyday outfits deserve a
touch of glam. Pair our statement
bracelet with your office or evening
wear, or just stack it up with your
watch or other bracelets. The bracelet
surely adds an unexpected twist
effortlessly.

 BUY NOW

Know More→ 

https://thejewelhouze.com/love-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/love-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/love-leather-bracelet


CLASSIC  LEATHER

Rs. 27,999/-

bracelet

Even your everyday outfits deserve a
touch of glam. Pair our statement
bracelet with your office or evening
wear, or just stack it up with your
watch or other bracelets. The bracelet
surely adds an unexpected twist
effortlessly.

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/classic-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/classic-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/classic-leather-bracelet


TWISTY  LEATHER

Rs. 28,999/-

bracelet

Even your everyday outfits deserve a
touch of glam. Pair our statement
bracelet with your office or evening
wear, or just stack it up with your
watch or other bracelets. The bracelet
surely adds an unexpected twist
effortlessly.

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/twisty-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/twisty-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/twisty-leather-bracelet


ALL HEARTS  LEATHER

Rs. 29,999/-

bracelet

Even your everyday outfits deserve a
touch of glam. Pair our statement
bracelet with your office or evening
wear, or just stack it up with your
watch or other bracelets. The bracelet
surely adds an unexpected twist
effortlessly.

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/all-hearts-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/all-hearts-leather-bracelet
https://thejewelhouze.com/all-hearts-leather-bracelet


PRESENTING

L. Rings



Rs. 27,999/-

Adorn our classic solitaire look ring to add a
touch of much needed glam & shine to your
everyday. The meticulous cluster setting of
diamonds is sure of elevating every look

TIARA
Solitaire look ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/tiara-solitaire-look-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/tiara-solitaire-look-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/tiara-solitaire-look-ring


Rs. 27,999/-

Adorn our classic solitaire look ring to add a
touch of much needed glam & shine to your
everyday. The meticulous cluster setting of
diamonds is sure of elevating every look

BOW AROUND 
Solitaire look ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/bow-around-solitaire-look-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/bow-around-solitaire-look-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/bow-around-solitaire-look-ring


Rs. 29,999/-

CLASSIC CLUSTER
Solitaire look ring

Adorn our classic solitaire look ring to add a
touch of much needed glam & shine to your
everyday. The meticulous cluster setting of
diamonds is sure of elevating every look

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/classic-cluster-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/classic-cluster-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/classic-cluster-ring


Rs. 25,999/-

BLUE  ENAMELLED
Solitaire look ring

Adorn our classic solitaire look ring to add a
touch of much needed glam & shine to your
everyday. The meticulous cluster setting of
diamonds is sure of elevating every look

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/blue-enamelled-solitaire-look-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/blue-enamelled-solitaire-look-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/blue-enamelled-solitaire-look-ring


Rs. 29,999/-

CHIC  BAND
Solitaire look ring

Adorn our classic solitaire look ring to add a
touch of much needed glam & shine to your
everyday. The meticulous cluster setting of
diamonds is sure of elevating every look

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/chic-band-solitaire-look-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/chic-band-solitaire-look-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/chic-band-solitaire-look-ring


Rs. 13,999/-

ROSY BOW
ring

This graceful bow-shaped design adorned
with vibrant red stones on each side adds a
touch of passion and flair. a cluster of
sparkling diamonds takes centre stage,
reflecting timeless elegance.

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/rosy-bed-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/rosy-bed-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/rosy-bed-ring


Rs. 11,999/-

This unique piece features two delicate
butterflies, one crafted with glistening
diamonds, and the other, a smaller gold
butterfly, dancing diagonally across the
band.

BETTER  FLY
ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→ 

https://thejewelhouze.com/better-fly-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/better-fly-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/better-fly-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/better-fly-ring


Rs. 12,999/-

Two intricately designed circular flowers
take centre stage & a graceful gold outline,
reminiscent of leaves, embraces these
blossoms, creating a harmony.

FOREVER  BOND 
ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/forever-bond-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/forever-bond-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/forever-bond-ring


This classy piece features a
captivating flower design with four
petals, each adorned with a glistening
diamond at its core. 

FLOWER POWER

Rs. 12,999/-

ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-ring


Rs. 14,999/-

The deep blue hue of the central
stone symbolises tranquility and
depth, while the diamonds add an
exquisite touch of sparkle.

BLUE  RAYS 
ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/blue-rays-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/blue-rays-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/blue-rays-ring


Rs. 22,999/-

The centrepiece boasts a grid of nine
radiant diamonds suspended
seemingly weightlessly, creating a
captivating illusion

SQUARE  IT  OFF
invisible ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/square-it-off-invisible-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/square-it-off-invisible-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/square-it-off-invisible-ring


Rs. 22,999/-

Elevate your everyday elegance with this
exquisite diamond ring, featuring a unique
invisible band design. Adorned with a
constellation of brilliant-cut diamonds, perfect
for both casual allure and evening glamour.

SEE  THROUGH
invisible ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/see-through-invisible-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/see-through-invisible-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/see-through-invisible-ring


Rs. 21,999/-

The contrast between the bold circle
and the slender band speaks to a
modern simplicity, making this ring a
timeless choice.

ENCIRCLING WISH
invisible ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/encircling-invisible-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/encircling-invisible-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/encircling-invisible-ring


Rs. 22,999/-

This contemporary design
showcases a cluster of resplendent
diamonds that appears to float within
its sleek, circular embrace.

CIRCULAR  BIND
invisible ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/circular-bind-invisible-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/circular-bind-invisible-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/circular-bind-invisible-ring


Rs. 19,999/-

Carry a constellation at your fingertips! This
celestial-inspired piece features a diamond-
studded design that mimics the night sky's
sparkle, set in a band of gleaming gold

LUCKY  STARS
ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/lucky-stars-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/lucky-stars-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/lucky-stars-ring


The "Wish" ring: a delicate cross of twinkling
diamonds, symbolizing hope and dreams. Its
unique design is a modern take on the
classic wishbone, crafted in radiant gold

WISH

Rs. 29,999/-

ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/wish-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/wish-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/wish-ring


Rs. 13,999/-

The vertical line gracefully extends to
a space in the centre, creating an
open-ended design that speaks
volumes about modern elegance.

THE  OPEN  ENDED
ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/open-ended-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/open-ended-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/open-ended-ring


Rs. 29,999/-

The "Square Cut" ring is the epitome of
structured elegance. Its bold, geometric
centerpiece is framed by a halo of smaller
stones, all set upon a band of polished gold. 

SQUARE  CUT 
ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/square-cut-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/square-cut-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/square-cut-ring


Rs. 49,999/-

Make a bold statement with this ring, featuring
a striking blue band that sets the stage for a
dazzling diamond centerpiece. Its perfect for
adding a splash of colour and sparkle to your
daily wear.

POP  IT  UP
ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/pop-it-up-ring-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/pop-it-up-ring-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/pop-it-up-ring-2


Rs. 35,999/-

Ascend to regal elegance with the "Crown"
ring, a majestic design with peaks of gold
cradling a prominent diamond. This ring is a
symbol of empowerment.

CROWN
ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/crown-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/crown-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/crown-ring


Rs. 72,999/-

Versatility shines through with the "3 Way Stackable" ring.
This innovative design offers three elegant bands, each
with a distinctive pattern, that can be worn separately or
together for a statement look. It's a playful yet
sophisticated choice for those who love to personalize
their style.

3 WAY STACKABLE 
ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/stackable-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/stackable-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/stackable-ring


Rs. 34,999/-

The "Pink It Off" ring brings a blush of romance
to your hand. Its soft pink band complements
the classic elegance of a square-cut diamond,
creating a modern yet timeless piece.

PINK  IT  OFF 
ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-ring


Rs. 39,999/-

The "Hexa" ring is a geometric marvel, featuring a
hexagonal halo of diamonds that frame a central
stone. This piece is a fusion of modernity and
tradition, perfectly blending in the freshness of
the sea-green colour.

HEXA
ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-ring


Rs. 34,999/-

This ring features a captivating single pear shaped
diamond, set in a unique triangular bezel.
Surrounded by a delicate band of diamonds, it's a  
piece thats sure to stand out.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-ring


PRESENTING

Men’Rings



Rs. 37,999/-

The "Bold & Classic" men's ring combines the timeless
allure of a simple band with the commanding presence
of a square-cut diamond. This ring is an embodiment of
strength and sophistication.

BOLD & CLASSIC 
men’s ring

 BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/bold-classic-mens-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/bold-classic-mens-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/bold-classic-mens-ring


Rs. 36,999/-

The sleek, staggered band creates an illusion of
movement, while the central diamonds add a
touch of brilliance. The "Modern S-Paced" men's
ring is a fusion of avant-garde design and
classic sensibility. 

MODERN  S-PACED
men’s ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/modern-s-paced-mens-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/modern-s-paced-mens-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/modern-s-paced-mens-ring


Rs. 51,999/-

The "Glam It Up" platinum band, with its dual-tone
elegance of platinum and rose gold, offers a
contemporary twist on a classic. This piece is for
the trendsetter with a penchant for luxury and a
flair for the dramatic.

GLAM  IT  UP
platinum band

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/glam-it-up-diamond-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/glam-it-up-diamond-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/glam-it-up-diamond-ring


Rs. 49,999/-

The sleek design is interrupted by the striking ups &
downs on the band with bold outline of rose gold,
making it a sophisticated accessory that's perfect
for everyday wear.

ESSENTIAL
platinum band

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/essential-platinum-band
https://thejewelhouze.com/essential-platinum-band
https://thejewelhouze.com/essential-platinum-band


Rs. 23,999/-

A sleek yellow gold band with a single diamond
taking a centrestage on a white gold carpet,
speaks volumes with its simplicity. This ring is
an expression of sophistication and a timeless
aesthetic.

MUST  HAVE
men’s ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/must-have-mens-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/must-have-mens-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/must-have-mens-ring


Rs. 54,999/-

This band is where impeccable craftsmanship meets
modern luxury. This ring boasts a bold, reflective
surface that captures attention, complemented by a
subtle golden inlay for a striking contrast. 

SHOW-STOPPER 
platinum band

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/showstopper-platinum-band
https://thejewelhouze.com/showstopper-platinum-band
https://thejewelhouze.com/showstopper-platinum-band


Rs. 28,999/-

The "Trend-Setter" ring is a modern marvel, crafted
with dual tones of white and yellow gold. Its design
features three single, spaced-out diamonds, making
a statement of refined elegance. 

TREND-SETTER
men’s ring

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/trendsetter-men-band-5
https://thejewelhouze.com/trendsetter-men-band-5
https://thejewelhouze.com/trendsetter-men-band-5


PRESENTING

Co-ord  sets
You can purchase the pendant or the earrings individually or

separately 

Pricing for pendant & earrings is mentioned separately.



Captivating and graceful, this set presents a
glistening drop design with a touch of pink that
softly underlines its contour. Adorned with
precision-set diamonds, this is a delicate choice
for an everyday touch of class.

BLUSHING WISHPER
co-ord set

Rs. 37,999/- (pendant)

Rs. 63,999/- (earrings)  BUY NOW

Know More→

 BUY NOW

https://thejewelhouze.com/blushing-whisper-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/blushing-whisper-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/bling-it-all-co-ord-sets/
https://thejewelhouze.com/blushing-whisper-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/blushing-whisper-pendant


"A single, pear-shaped diamond rests gently within the
embrace of two pears, reflecting the simplicity and
purity of a morning dewdrop. This is a timeless
addition, perfect for adding a subtle sparkle to your
daily wear. This pendant comes with an attached chain.

DEWDROP GLEAM
co-ord set

Rs. 37,999/- (pendant, with chain)

Rs. 52,999/- (earrings)   BUY NOW

Know More→

  BUY NOW

https://thejewelhouze.com/dewdrop-gleam-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/dewdrop-gleam-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/bling-it-all-co-ord-sets/
https://thejewelhouze.com/dewdrop-gleam-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/dewdrop-gleam-pendant


Each piece is delicately crafted, featuring an
intricate floral design that captures the spirit of
nature's effortless beauty. This can be your go-to
accessories for any fun evening or mundne office
days too! 

FLOWER  POWER
co-ord set

Rs. 11,999/- (pendant)

Rs. 11,999/- (earrings)

  BUY NOW

Know More→

  BUY NOW

https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/bling-it-all-co-ord-sets/
https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-earrings


This set features a pendant and earrings each with a
single, radiant diamond solitaire, exuding timeless
elegance. The warm gold setting highlights the stones'
brilliance, making it a versatile choice for both day and
night. A classic ensemble for every occasion.

SOLITAIRE SPARK
co-ord set

Rs. 39,999/- (pendant, with chain)

Rs. 29,999/- (earrings) BUY NOW

BUY NOW

https://thejewelhouze.com/solitaire-spark-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/solitaire-spark-pendant


Rs. 10,999/- (pendant)

Rs. 11,999/- (earrings)

This design captures the playful spirit of youth
with its netted heart design, sprinkled with
twinkling diamonds. It's a celebration of joy,
making every day wear a little more loveable.

YOUNG AT HEART 
co-ord set

 BUY NOW

Know More→

 BUY NOW

https://thejewelhouze.com/young-at-heart-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/young-at-heart-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/bling-it-all-co-ord-sets/
https://thejewelhouze.com/young-at-heart-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/young-at-heart-pendant


This co-ord has a hexagonal motif reminiscent
of a beehive. Each compartment is carefully
inlaid with a diamond, symbolising the precious
fruits of hard work and persistence. 

HONEY COMB
co-ord set

Rs. 10,999/- (pendant)

Rs. 10,999/- (earrings) BUY NOW

Know More→

BUY NOW

https://thejewelhouze.com/honeycomb-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/bling-it-all-co-ord-sets/
https://thejewelhouze.com/honeycomb-pendant


Each drop cradles a sparkling diamond, set against
the backdrop of fine gold, reflecting light with
every movement. Perfect for adorning oneself with
a touch of ethereal grace and sophistication.

DROPS OF HEAVEN
co-ord set

Rs. 11,999/- (pendant)

Rs. 10,999/- (earrings)  BUY NOW

Know More→

BUY NOW

https://thejewelhouze.com/drops-of-heaven-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/drops-of-heaven-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/bling-it-all-co-ord-sets/
https://thejewelhouze.com/drops-of-heaven-pendant


The "Twists & Turns" Co-ord Set marries
simplicity with elegance in its flowing gold
forms, dotted with diamonds that catch the
golden light with every move.

TWISTS & TURNS
co-ord set

Rs. 11,999/- (pendant)

Rs. 12,999/- (earrings)   BUY NOW

Know More→

BUY NOW

https://thejewelhouze.com/twists-turns-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/twists-turns-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/bling-it-all-co-ord-sets/
https://thejewelhouze.com/twists-turns-pendant


PRESENTING

Therapy
collection

Pendants



Rs. 37,999/-

This pendant celebrates the beauty of symmetry with its
captivating geometric design. Set in a lustrous gold
frame, the interlocking shapes are highlighted by the
subtle placement of diamonds, creating an elegant focal
point that complements any attire with a modern yet
timeless charm.

HARMONY 
pendant

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/harmony-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/harmony-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/harmony-pendant


Rs. 33,999/-

Featuring a delicate loop encrusted with
diamonds that symbolize eternity, this pendant
is a graceful nod to everlasting elegance. Strung
on a fine chain with subtle pearl accents.

INFINITY 
Pendant

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/infinity-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/infinity-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/infinity-pendant


Rs. 21,999/-

This pendant features a deep green natural stone,
set in a classic gold frame. Its simplicity is its
charm, offering a vibrant pop of colour that can
turn an ordinary day into a special affair.

ESSENCE
Pendant

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/essence-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/essence-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/essence-pendant


Rs. 35,999/-

This pendant is a beacon of tranquility, with a gentle
arrangement of diamonds that form a peaceful circle,
interspersed with pearls along the chain. Each element
combines to create a sense of calm and balance.

SERENITY
Pendant

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/serenity-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/serenity-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/serenity-pendant


Rs. 34,999/-

This pendant is a tribute to the vibrant essence of
nature, crafted for those who carry the spirit of the
outdoors with them. Two Birds echoing the lush hues
of a forest canopy, featuring a rich green gemstone
encircled by a halo of diamonds. 

NATURE’S DANCE
Pendant

  BUY NOW

Know More→



Rs. 29,999/-

The "Moti-vational Pendant" combines the serene
beauty of pearls with a central, intricate motif, inspiring
elegance in everyday life. This delicate gold chain with
evenly spaced pearls adds a touch of sophistication,
making it a refined accessory.

MOTI-VATIONAL
pendant

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/moti-vational-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/moti-vational-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/moti-vational-pendant


Rs. 35,999/-

The "Rise Up Pendant" portrays a powerful symbol
of hope and ascension. Set against a serene green
stone and suspended on a pearl-dotted chain, it's
a piece that inspires one to soar to new heights
with grace and courage.

RISE UP
Pendant

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/rise-up-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/rise-up-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/rise-up-pendant


PRESENTING

Mangalsutras



Rs. 49,999/-

Its central diamonds are encircled by black beads,
symbolizing unity and wholeness, this pendant is a
modern tribute to the timeless tradition of wearing
mangalsutra, representing love and life's continuity.

CIRCLE  OF  LIFE
mangalsutra

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/circle-of-life-mangalsutra-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/circle-of-life-mangalsutra-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/circle-of-life-mangalsutra-pendant


Rs. 29,999/-

This pendant is a blend of protection and elegance. A
central turquoise 'evil eye' is flanked by graceful drops,
symbolizing vigilance and purity, offers a
contemporary take on a revered symbol, marrying
culture with modern aesthetics.

EVIL EYE DROPS
mangalsutra

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/evil-eye-drops-mangalsutra-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/evil-eye-drops-mangalsutra-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/evil-eye-drops-mangalsutra-pendant


Rs. 29,999/-

This pendant intertwines the symbolism of the
Mangalsutra with the lustrous beauty of mother of pearl.
Set in a gold frame and complemented by black beads,
this piece emanates a glow of nurturing warmth,
representing the strength and purity at the heart of
marital bliss.

MOTHER OF PEARL
mangalsutra

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/mother-of-pearl-mangalsutra-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/mother-of-pearl-mangalsutra-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/mother-of-pearl-mangalsutra-pendant


PRESENTING

The colour pop
enamel. family  

collection



PINK  IT  OFF
collection

Rs. 34,999/- (ring)

Rs. 55,999/- (earrings)

Rs. 29,999/- (Pendant, without chain)

  BUY NOW

  BUY NOW

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-pendant-w-o-chain
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-pendant-w-o-chain
https://thejewelhouze.com/geometric-color-pop/


PINK  IT  OFF
collection

Rs. 39,999/- (ring)

Rs. 64,999/- (earrings)

Rs. 32,999/- (Pendant, without chain)

  BUY NOW

  BUY NOW

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-pendant-w-o-chain
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-pendant-w-o-chain
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/geometric-color-pop/


MAKE A DIFFERENCE
collection

Rs. 35,999/- (ring)

Rs. 35,999/- (earrings)

Rs. 42,999/- (Pendant, with chain)

  BUY NOW

  BUY NOW

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-pendant-w-chain
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-pendant-w-chain
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-ring
https://thejewelhouze.com/geometric-color-pop/


PRESENTING

Statement
pendants



Rs. 75,999/-

This pendant is the epitome of sleek sophistication, with
its stylized loop from which a slender strand of diamonds
descends with grace. Its length makes it a statement
piece that can accentuate the neckline of a chic cocktail
dress or add a dash of class to a casual shirt.

CASCADE
Pendant

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/cascade-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/cascade-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/cascade-pendant


Rs. 82,999/-

This statement piece is the quintessence of grandeur,
featuring a symphony of diamonds that comes out as a
majestic arc. The pendant is designed to catch the light and
captivate the eye, making it a perfect centerpiece for both
high-neck and plunging necklines. 

REGAL RADIANCE 
Pendant

BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/regal-radiance-pendant
https://thejewelhouze.com/regal-radiance-pendant


Rs. 42,999/-

"At its heart, a halo of sparkling diamonds encircles a
luminous pearl, reminiscent of the moon's ethereal glow.
Dangling with grace, it adds a touch of timeless
elegance to any attire, making it the ideal statement
piece for both day wear and evening galas. 

LUNAR
Pendant

BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/lunar-pendant-w-chain
https://thejewelhouze.com/lunar-pendant-w-chain


PRESENTING

earrings



Rs. 63,999/-

Captivating and graceful, this pendant presents
a glistening drop design with a touch of pink
that softly underlines its contour. Adorned with
precision-set diamonds, this is a delicate
choice for an everyday touch of class.

BLUSHING WHISPER 
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/blushing-whisper-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/blushing-whisper-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/blushing-whisper-earrings


Rs. 52,999/-

"Two single, pear-shaped diamonds rests
gently one above the other, reflecting the
simplicity and purity of a morning dewdrop.
This is a timeless addition, perfect for
adding a subtle sparkle to your daily wear.

DEWDROP GLEAM
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/dewdrop-gleam-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/dewdrop-gleam-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/dewdrop-gleam-earrings-2


Rs. 11,999/-

The "Twists & Turns" earrings marries
simplicity with elegance in its flowing
gold forms, dotted with diamonds that
catch the golden light with every move.

TWISTS & TURNS
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/twists-turns-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/twists-turns-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/twists-turns-earrings-2


Rs. 64,999/-

The "Hexa" earring is a geometric marvel,
featuring a hexagonal halo of diamonds that
frame a central stone. This piece is a fusion of
modernity and tradition, perfectly blending in
the freshness of the sea-green colour.

HEXA
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/hexa-earrings


Rs. 10,999/-

These earrings has a hexagonal motif
reminiscent of a beehive. Each
compartment is carefully inlaid with a
diamond, symbolising the precious fruits
of hard work and persistence. 

HONEYCOMB 
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/honeycomb-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/honeycomb-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/honeycomb-earrings


Rs. 11,999/-

This design captures the playful spirit of youth
with its netted heart design, sprinkled with
twinkling diamonds. It's a celebration of joy,
making every day wear a little more loveable.

YOUNG AT HEART
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/young-at-heart-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/young-at-heart-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/young-at-heart-earrings


Rs. 35,999/-

These earrings features a captivating
single pear-shaped diamond, set in a
unique triangular bezel. It's a piece
thats sure to stand out.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/make-a-difference-earrings-2


Rs. 29,999/-

These earrings come with a single, radiant
diamond solitaire, exuding timeless elegance. The
warm gold setting highlights the stones' brilliance,
making it a versatile choice for both day and
night. A classic piece for every occasion.

SOLITAIRE SPARK
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/solitaire-spark-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/solitaire-spark-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/solitaire-spark-earrings


Rs. 10,999/-

Each drop cradles a sparkling diamond, set
against the backdrop of fine gold, reflecting
light with every movement. Perfect for
adorning oneself with a touch of ethereal
grace and sophistication.

DROPS OF HEAVEN
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/drops-of-heaven-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/drops-of-heaven-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/drops-of-heaven-earrings


Rs. 11,999/-

Each piece is delicately crafted, featuring an
intricate floral design that captures the
spirit of nature's effortless beauty. This can
be your go-to accessories for any fun
evening or mundne office days too! 

FLOWER POWER
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-earrings
https://thejewelhouze.com/flower-power-earrings


Rs. 55,999/-

The "Pink It Off" earring brings a blush
of romance to your hand. Its soft pink
band complements the classic
elegance of a square-cut diamond,
creating a modern yet timeless piece.

PINK  IT  OFF
earrings

  BUY NOW

Know More→

https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-earrings-2
https://thejewelhouze.com/pink-it-off-earrings-2


Thank you!
That’s it for now :D

To shop directly, you can visit
our website (click on the link)

Follow us on instagram for
latest updates & all the fun
(click on the link)

You can call or contact us
anytime for anything

+91 9730255445

@thejewelhouze

www.thejewelhouze.com

https://www.instagram.com/thejewelhouze?igsh=MXJ1ZTh3NDI0ZmJvcA%3D%3D&utm_source=qr
https://thejewelhouze.com/

